It is the purpose of this paper to carry through such a proof for the specific case of a general lossless electro-magnetic resonator. Such a proof is considered worth while for engineers, since the theorem has certain uses in the design of equipment.
For instance, if one is interested in the frequency change caused by a slight deformation [Vol. II, No. 4 of an electro-magnetic structure and if this proves difficult to evaluate directly, one can instead try to determine the work done against the electro-magnetic forces, which by this theorem will give the desired result.
2. Preliminary observations. The basis of the proof is formed, of course, by Maxwell's equations.
For an uncharged region without permanent magnetism, conductivity, or driving forces, they become6,7
Primary Equation:
curl H = D' + G. But here, G = 0. B = /uH. For later purposes, it is convenient to introduce a vector potential in a manner somewhat different from the usual one. We suppose that there exists a field satisfying the above equations, and then by virtue of the electric equation, find a U such that:
This designation still leaves U in large part arbitrary. From the Primary Equation, one can write:
where ^ is a suitable scalar. One now chooses div U' = div H.
U is still arbitrary to the extent of the gradient of a harmonic (in the sense of potential theory) function. But from the last two:
hence \p is a harmonic function. So we can still adjust U so that:
The Secondary Equation finally subjects U to a differential equation:
Since we are not restricting ourselves to homogeneous media, this cannot be reduced to the usual Wave Equation. However, a step in the proof can be taken by the usual device of setting U(:r, y, z,t) = S(x, y, z)f(t) which leads to /(/) curl [(1/0 curl S(z, y, z)} = -nS(x, y, z)f"(t).
Since this is identically true in x, y, z, t, it can only hold if /and/" are proportional. In particular
• The author feels that Maxwell's equations should have names if for no other reason than to facilitate reference to them. "Primary" and "secondary" remind one of the phenomena in an unloaded transformer.
7 Primes indicate derivatives with respect to time. This will have solutions satisfying the boundary conditions (E normal and B tangent to the metal surfaces) only for certain values of u, the so-called eigenfrequencies of the resonator. In general, these eigenfrequencies will not be harmonically related. Since the theorem requires that the resonator have a period both before and after the deformation it is necessary to restrict our considerations to the case where only one mode is excited at a time. We must have only one mode, i.e., one frequency also after the deformation. This precaution is made necessary by the existence of the special case of degenerate modes.
If a given resonator had a set of eigenfrequencies, one would expect after a very small deformation that it would then have a different set of eigenfrequencies which could be put in one to one correspondence with the old ones, and wherein corresponding ones would differ by only a very small amount. In particular, if the deformation were made small enough, these differences could be made small compared with the spacing of the eigenfrequencies of the original or final resonator.
This expectation is correct with one exception. Suppose that a particular mode Ma, having radian frequency «" were excited. Some field quantity, say the potential U would be a particular function of position:8 U = U0(a:, y, z).
In general, this is the only function which can satisfy the differential equation and the boundary conditions. As such it is called an eigewfunction of the problem belonging to the eigenfrequency, oi0. As an exceptional case, however, it can occur that more than one eigenfunction, i.e., more than one mode exists for the same frequency. Then this particular frequency is called degenerate. The number of linearly independent modes corresponding to one frequency is called the degree of degeneracy. This phenomenon is mathematically similar to the Stark and Zeeman effects. A degeneracy depends on the existence of some type of symmetry in the resonator. For instance, in a cylindrical resonator, the TEni mode9 is degenerate.
A single TEni has a transverse axis of orientation, say the diameter along which E is radial. One can, however, superimpose thereon another TEm orientated at right angles to the first and having perhaps a time phase angle against the first. They are obviously linearly independent and have the same frequency. If now such a cylindrical resonator were deformed in such a manner as to destroy the symmetry, the degeneracy would in general be broken and the frequencies split. As a result, the condition that the resonator have a period after the deformation would not be met. [Vol. II, No. 4 In this special case, the theorem applies to each component separately. The proper component in the degenerate state can always be chosen as follows: one deforms the resonator splitting the frequencies, then quenches all but one frequency, then relaxes the deformation. Repetition of this deformation will then yield only one frequency.
For purposes of the theorem, it is necessary to demonstrate that the mean electric and magnetic energies of a resonator oscillating in one mode are equal. In complex amplitude notation one has for the magnetic energy:10 2 (WM) = f 
one has
The first integral on the right transforms to the surface by Gauss' theorem and vanishes by the rule of exchanging dot and cross in the triple product since E is normal to the surface. In the second integrand we use the primary equation and have
If one solves for the field, say for U, in a resonator oscillating at one frequency, it is conceivably possible for U to be a complete complex vector, i.e., have non-colinear real and imaginary parts. If this is so, however, then the mode is certainly degenerate, since the real and imaginary parts of U each satisfy the differential equations. The fields derived from each part of U individually satisfy Maxwell's equations and the boundary equations. So as long as we restrict ourselves to non-degenerate modes it suffices to consider only field vectors which swing on a line. Moreover, since only pure real or imaginary U is needed, U is everywhere in phase, as are E and H. The latter two are, however, in exact time quadrature with each other as is seen from Maxwell's Equations.
To compute the work done in deforming the walls of the resonator or moving the pieces of material within it, one needs the expression for the density of force exerted. For the material, this is found by taking the divergence of the Maxwell tension tensor,11 T: Tn = EiDj -RyE D + HiB, -|J,jH B.
The density of force, k, is then found from which can be evaluated to give d k = -JE! grad « -5H2 grad fi + e/x -(E X H) dt for an uncharged, passive, and lossless region.
Since the deformations to be made are to be adiabatic, i.e., carried out uniformly with extreme slowness, the work done can be obtained from the mean value of the force. Averaging the last over a cycle, one has: <k) = -£(E2) grad e -£<H2) grad ft.
This is the density of force exerted by the field on the material. To find the force exerted by the field on the walls of the resonator, pick a certain point on the walls and there make a coordinate transformation bringing the x axis coincident with the inward normal. E has then only an x component. At the same time make the y axis coincide with the direction of the magnetic field which lies in the boundary. The tension then takes on the form Tu = where the w's are the electric and magnetic energy densities. Since the vector element of surface has only an (positive) x component (for inward normal) the surface density of force, f, becomes f = (wE -wM), 0, 0.
Since the x component is directed inwardly, we can say that the field exerts either pure pressure or pure suction on the walls. In particular, if we designate as the density of the Lagrangian function: I = wM -wE,
the field exerts an (algebraic) pressure, p, on the walls, given by:
For slow uniform (adiabatic) movements of the walls, the work done can be found from the mean pressure 1 rr
where r is the period of oscillation. 3. The resonator theorem. In a lossless electromagnetic resonator, the action of each mode, i.e., the product of total energy and period, is invariant against an adiabatic deformation. In case a symmetry creating a degenerate frequency is involved, the separation of modes is to be carried out as described above.
Since the mean electric and magnetic total energies are equal, the integral of I over the volume V and the period r vanishes: h = f dt f I dv = 0. J 0 v (10) [Vol. II, No. 4 Since this is true for any resonator, it is also true after we have deformed our resonator slightly. Hence, the variation of h, i.e., the difference between a new and an old h, is zero. To see most clearly what is meant, it is best to imagine two editions of the original resonator at hand, one of which is varied. After a slight variation, they beat ever so slowly with each other. Since throughout each, U is in phase, one waits for a cycle when the U in both resonators pass through zero together. This instant we take as / = 0. Since they are almost alike, the two U's will differ by only a small amount over the following cycle.
The variation in h, 8h, which is zero, is brought about by four effects: (a) the change in period, (b) the change in volume, (c), the change in the field, (d) the change in dielectric constant and permeability due to movement of the materials.12 These four increments together lead to
where L is the volume integral of I, i.e. L is the Lagrangian function. Since L is periodic, the initial rather than final value may be used in the first term. The second term is integrated over SV which consists of a thin shell adjoining the envelope, hence the value of </> to be used is that obtaining on the "closest surface point. One sees, therefore, that the second term is proportional to the work done by the field on the walls. Hence, in terms of the field energy, W, it is t times the negative increment of W due to the movement of conductors. So the last becomes: 0 = LoSt -t(8W)c + J dt J--D2^.
In the expression for I, the magnetic and electric energy densities are written in inverse form, so to speak, for reasons of future convenience.
Carrying out the indicated variation in the last term above one gets 0 = LqSt -t(SW)c + f dt f dv(B 5H -E 5D) + -f dt f dv(H.28M + E25e).
Equation (6) gives an expression for the mean value of the force density on the material. If one multiplies (6) by 5x, i.e. by the displacement of the material, and integrates over the volume, one has the work done by the field on the material. This is proportional to the last term above, the latter being just r times the negative increment of field energy due to movement of the material. Also by (2) the quantity H in the first integral can be expressed in terms of the potential, U, leading to:
The variations of W due to conductor and material movement combine to form the total variation of field energy. In the first integral we replace the integrand by the time derivative of both factors less the correction term and integrate the former with respect to time. We also express D in terms of U by (1), giving 0 = L05t -rSW + f rf»[B-iU]', -f dt f dv(B'-SU + E curl 6U).
J v J 0 J V Since B has period r, it can be taken outside the time limits in the first integrand, which leaves 5U between those limits. However, 5U = 0 at / = 0 by our choice of time origin. At t = r, the old U is also zero, hence 5U at that time is simply the new U, say U, at t -t. The x component of the latter would be given, for example, by Ux(t) = A sin (co + 8ic)t.
The amplitude can be expressed in terms of the initial derivative, and if we also substitute t = r, we have:
1
[hUx\r = Ux(t) = UZ (0) sin 5o> r.
a> + For small variations, the sin may be dropped, and if 8u is expressed in terms of 5r, one has to first order:
[8Ux]t = -Vi (0)5r = -[Ul ]"«r.
In the last step it is permissible to equate the old to the new since we have already obtained the variation.
Substituting this result into (11) one has:
